
Women's ankle hiking boots SALEWA-Alp Mate Winter W Mid PTX syrah/black

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
36 806311 4053866615464 2 ks
36,5 806312 4053866615471 2 ks
37 806313 4053866615488 2 ks
38 806314 4053866615495 2 ks
38,5 806315 4053866615501 3 ks
39 806316 4053866615518 2 ks
40 806317 4053866615525 3 ks
40,5 806318 4053866615532 1 ks
41 806319 4053866615549 1 ks

Suggested retail price: 209.99 € s DPH

Description

Salewa women's shoes. Alp Mate Winter Mid hiking boots are developed for trekking expeditions in the colder
season.  The trekking boots have an upper made of thick suede and robust fabric with a waterproof, breathable
membrane that protects against snow and rain. An extensive rubber belt around the perimeter ensures additional
360° protection.

Women's forest boots are designed with an emphasis on support and performance during hiking.  Women's trekking
shoes feature SALEWA® 3F System protective technology with robust Kevlar fibers for flexibility, heel support and
stability. The warm alpine wool lining offers improved thermal insulation, especially in colder conditions. The EVA
midsole provides excellent cushioning and shock absorption on harder surfaces.

The Pomoca™ Winter Hike sole has a pattern that provides stability, grip and traction on rock, mud and especially
snow and ice, while its biomechanical S-Path technology supports natural movement on and off the hiking trail.
Salewa women's mountain boots feature a PFC-free water repellent (DWR) finish that is manufactured to strict,
independently audited social responsibility standards.

Product details:

women's hiking boots
high-quality upper - 1.2-1.4 mm suede leather
supporting structure
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higher cut
reinforced tip and heel
soft inner padding
waterproof and breathable PFC-free PowerTex membrane
3F system with Kevlar fibers
midsole made of EVA material
Pomoca™ Winter Hike sole for great traction
ideal for demanding tourism, trekking
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